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the biggest challenge when sampling was how to get the 808 &
909 sample to work within ableton live. most tools create samples
in a very uniform way, even though they affect the sound
differently. the way i solved this was by using beat loops. i
recorded my drums, then created a drum track by looping every
kick-drum hit of every drum. in order to adjust the sound of this
kit, i recorded the kit with thegain set to 18 on the sp-1200 for two
different cassette processings. one track was recorded at track 1,
the other track 2. i then asked the daw editor to select the sample
that was on the left or right of the picture below. the process
removed the sound of the snare, leaving only the kick drum. using
a mixer, a compressor and a filter created a more vintage feel to
the sound. it also made the kit easier to work with in ableton.
once the drum samples were edited in a similar fashion, i
combined them and were able to match the sounds of both
drums. the dry drums were then added to a new drum kit, and
automated through the sampler. i gave the new kit the name
goldbaby, the name of the 808&809 sampled kits i released last
year. a picture of this kit appears below. whether you need a late
80s pop vibe, with a set of desk samples, youre trying to create a
west coast vibe with a80 tape samples, or youve flown smashed
in a breakdown to spin the songs axis, this is a sample pack well
worth the time. this package also includes 20 drum kits for kong,
battery,maschine2,abletondrum rack and exs24. these sounds
have been collected from 20 much sought-after drum machines.
as per the point of this article, the focus is on the tr-707, which is
one of the included 20 drum machines sampled for this collection.
each sound has been recorded using high-quality equipment; such
as the neve 1073 pre-amp and presented in five different sonic
environments.
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these are drum samples processed through the distortion unit,
after the a80 tape. this is the option that i favor the most, as it
gives you a great mixture of the warmth of a tube amp and the
kick of a dry drum machine. finally, the samples are loaded into

the daw and are ready to be edited and tinkered with. the
samples were recorded at 44.1k and were not pitch-shifted or

time-stretched. to keep things authentic, the samples were edited
to be exactly one bar long, at the same tempo as the original

tracks. the drums are grouped into the two folders according to
the preferred mode of the drum machine: the drums are

organized by which drum kit they come from, giving you the
ability to pick and choose from this huge collection of sounds. as
well as the drum kit itself, the samples are also tagged with a ton
of additional information. for instance, some of the kits come with

drum grooves as well as midi swing templates and drum
instrument patches. the collection has been tweaked for

maximum usability and clarity. no chain has been removed. no
raw kicks have been processed. no toms have been replaced by
extra-fat snares. no cymbals have been thrown out of the mix.

each drum has been picked for its individual sonic characteristics
and the attention to detail is amazing. for a first-time sp-1200

sample pack, this is a magnificent collection. it even comes with
the drum groove samples. below are the individual wav files for

each instrument in the sample pack. these are intended for use in
any sample or drum programming software. sample content

includes: microphones - microphone recorded through a cassette
tape drums - tr-707’s drum kit organ - casio’s original electric
organ synth - roland juno 106’s sound bank hardware - brass

instruments hardware - woodwinds hardware - percussion
hardware - fx 5ec8ef588b
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